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Why aviation?



Aviation

My house is near this airport



Aviation

and I’d see this on my way home



Aviation

This is me on my way home



Aviation

In November 2015, I did this



A domestic argument ensued

My lovely wife Amanda was like



A compromise was reached

and I was like



The argument was over

and Amanda was like



Pilot Licences

There are (loosely) four levels of pilot licence
1 RPL

MTOW <= 1500kg
no navigation beyond 25nm (46km) from departure point
day time, VFR only
class 1 or 2 aviation medical for >1 PAX

2 PPL
MTOW <= 5700kg
can navigate
no commercial ops
class 1 or 2 aviation medical for >1 PAX

3 CPL
commercial ops
class 1 aviation medical

4 ATPL
>= 1500 hours for aeroplane category
>= 1000 hours for helicopter category



Civil Aviation in Australia

Federally regulated by Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA).
Services, such as weather reporting, provided by Airservices
Australia.
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Civil Aviation in Australia

and we don’t want this to happen



Civil Aviation internationally

so these also exist
International Air Services Commission (IASC).
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).
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Civil Aviation in Australia

Australian aviation legislation
Civil Aviation Act 1988 (CAA1988).
Under CAA1988, is Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998
(CASR1998).
There are also Civil Aviation Orders (CAO).
and Civil Aviation Advisory Publications (CAAP).
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Pilot Logbooks

CASR1998 REG 61.345 (pilot logbooks)



Pilot Logbooks

Here is a typical pilot logbook



Pilot Logbooks

CASR1998 REG 61.345 (pilot logbooks)
Are electronic logbooks OK?



Pilot Logbooks

Yes. CASR1998 REG 61.365(3)



Pilot logbooks

Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry



Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

Excel?



Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

Google spreadsheet?



Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

proprietary logbook software?



Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

I love proprietary software!



Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

I hate proprietary software when it doesn’t work



Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

I hate proprietary software when I cross the date line



Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

umm where’s my logbook gone?

01 August 2016



Pilot logbook

A responsible, CASR1998 REG 61.x compliant pilot uses
Haskell data type (sums and products) for logbook.
Lenses for querying and reporting.
Pilot logbook zipper for navigating a logbook.
A pretty-printer to meet CASR1998 REG 61.365 requirements.
Revision control (git) for mitigating data loss.
Publishes open-source logbook libraries as a good citizen.



Use-case

Modify: Upper-case the surname of the logbook owner

λ> :t over
( logbook . logbookaviator . surname )
(map toUpper )

Logbook -> Logbook



Use-case

Query: Aircraft from all flights

λ> :t mylogbook ^..
logbook .
logbookentries .
_Wrapped .
folded .
_AircraftFlightEntry .
flightaircraft

[ Aircraft ]



Use-case

Query: Find first flight in aircraft registration VH-VVO

λ> :t findOf
( logbook .

logbookentries .
_Wrapped .
folded .
_AircraftFlightEntry )
( elemOf

(
flightaircraft .
aircraftRegistration )

"VH -VVO")
mylogbook

Maybe AircraftFlight



Use-case

Query: Total day hours as pilot in-command

λ> foldOf
( logbook .

logbookentries .
_Wrapped .
folded .
_AircraftFlightEntry .
filtered

( elemOf ( command . _InCommand ) ()) .
daynight .
dayDayNight

)
mylogbook

TimeAmount { _hours = 4, _tenthofhour = 8}



Use-case

Print the entire logbook to a single, printable HTML web page
CASR1998 REG 61.365

λ> :t htmlLogbook mylogbook
Html ()

http://logbook.aviation.tmorris.net/

http://logbook.aviation.tmorris.net/


Use-case

Query of arbitrary obtuseness
All flights where, if the departure and arrival date is the same day
(UTC), and that date-of-month is a multiple of 7, unless either
there was an intermediate flight path point of YSCN, or the time
the logbook owner was PiC for the first three legs of the flight, is
between 2.0 hours and the total sum of hours of dual flight in
aircraft registered VH-AFR.



Use-case

What is the goal?
The effort required to perform a query or update is directly
proportional to the sophistication of that operation.
Counting, querying, searching, updating, filtering, tabulating,
transposing, intercalating, grouping, partitioning, indexing,
unioning, intersecting on data in a pilot logbook is not only
physically laborious, but prone to error.
Yet this procedure is executed manually every day at airports.
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Use-case

In training, pilots are examined on, and seem to enjoy, doing
the computer’s job so it doesn’t have to.
I call this Flesh Computing.
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Electronic Flight Bags

Aeronautical Data and Information



CASR1988 REG 175

What is CASR1998 REG 175 about?

“(e) the publication of visual navigation charts.”



CAR1988 REG 233(1)(h) moved to CASR1998 REG 175

CAR1988 REG 233(1)(h)

The pilot in command of an aircraft must not commence a flight if he or she has not
received evidence, and taken such action as is necessary to ensure, that:
. . .
(h) the aeronautical data and aeronautical information mentioned in subregulation
(1A) is carried in the aircraft and is readily accessible to the flight crew.



VTC/VNC

This is a Brisbane Visual Terminal Chart (VTC)

It unfolds out to 500mm x 1000mm.
Updated every 3 months (approx).
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VTC/VNC

Under CAR1988 REG 133(1)(h)
These charts are required on every flight.
Reading them during flight is physically impractical.
Instead, memorise the important parts.
If they must be read, measure against risks of diverting eyes
inside.
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VTC/VNC

Surely these exist in electronic format?
Why yes, they do.



VTC/VNC

but



CASR1998 REG 175.145(1)

AIS providers–publication of aeronautical charts relating to areas
etc. outside authority
(1) This regulation applies if an AIS provider publishes an
aeronautical chart that includes aeronautical data or aeronautical
information that relates to an area, aerodrome, airspace or ATS
route not covered by the provider’s certificate.



CASR1998 REG 175.145(1)

No problem.
Let’s use approved electronic AIS aeronautical charts.



CASR1998 REG 175.145(1)

but



CASR1998 REG 175.145(1)

the paper charts are the authoritative, approved data source.



CASR1998 REG 175.145(1)

let’s fly across .jpg files



CASR1998 REG 175.145(1)

that do not accurately georectify



CASR1998 REG 175

is accuracy important?



CASR1998 REG 175

Yes

Amberley RAAF is conditionally RA1
Greenbank Army is RA3 SFC to 2000



CASR1998 REG 175

My nightmares are made of this stuff (AIP EMERG 5.12)



CASR1998 REG 175

Alternatively
Use non-certificated aeronautical data with restrictions on

operations.



uncertificated aeronautical data

but



New Zealand CAA

Fatal Accident Report ZK-SML, Mount Duppa, 09 April 2011.
CFIT



ZK-SML

VFR into IMC
VFR into IMC is a dangerous flight condition where a visual
pilot is required to maintain, but has lost, outside visual
reference e.g. due to flying into cloud
It is particularly dangerous if the pilot is untrained and/or the
aircraft is ill-equipped to handle instrument (non-VFR)
conditions
ZK-SML is a light, VFR only, experimental aircraft with lots
of modern technology onboard
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ZK-SML

Accident Report excerpt (1.16.1)

Assistance was sought from the New Zealand agent for
the MGL Avionics EFIS system installed in the aircraft.
While reviewing the aircraft’s flight path based on the
SSR data on a computer based simulator, two major
errors in the EFIS navigation software were discovered.



ZK-SML

Accident Report excerpt (Figure 2)

At what height is the terrain at this aeroplane’s 12 o’clock position?



ZK-SML

Accident Report excerpt (1.16.2)

It was found that the moving map display did not
accurately display the 3717 feet spot height for Mount
Duppa. Due to the positioning of a map join which
passes through the ‘3’, the spot height for Mount Duppa
was corrupted and was displayed as 1717 feet. Refer to
the spot height next to the aircraft symbol on the map
display in figure 2.



Aeronautical charts

This is a real VTC, marked for a planned visual navigation exercise

scale 1:250000
folded, according to planned route
pencil marked according to planned route
pencil marks at 10nm intervals for DR exercise
note Brisbane airspace boundaries in blue
note radio frequencies and boundaries in green



Aeronautical charts

This is a real WAC, marked for the same planned exercise

scale 1:1000000
relevant airspace boundaries are transferred (red)
relevant radio frequency boundaries are transferred (green)
diversion is an integral part of the navigation exercise — revert to VTC



Aeronautical charts

Don’t we already have sound solutions to these problems?



Aircraft W&B

Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance



Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

Basic principles



Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

Same principles apply to A380



Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

Weight, Balance loosely speaking

Weight is ensuring that the aircraft is able to achieve and
maintain flight within parameters.
Balance is ensuring that the CG is positioned such that the
aircraft is controllable.



Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

Calculating Weight and Balance
Obtain and normalise (to pounds) weights of

front seat PAX
rear seat PAX
baggage
fuel/oil
aircraft

Multiply each weight by the associated arm.
Sum the products and plot the result on a flight envelope for
that aircraft.
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Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

CoG Moment Envelope



Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

then this happens
Operator: “We’ve changed your aircraft to VH-LSE.” with a
different empty weight
Jessica: “Hey is it cool if I sit in the front?”
There is now time pressure and distractions.
Start the calculation again, or use previous calculations and
declare the difference insignificant.
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Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

Computers can do this for us!
W&B calculations are written in Haskell.
Jessica is a function argument and I can seat her anywhere,
and immediately recalculate.
Different aircraft (and their weights) are function arguments.
Use diagrams package for plotting the flight envelope plot.
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Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

Example result



Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

W&B calculations:
are revision controlled
can be published as a library
can be queried retroactively
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Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

W&B calculations:
are revision controlled
can be published as a library
can be queried retroactively



Fixed-wing Aircraft Weight and Balance

Haskell source



Avionics

Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast
ADS-B



ADS-B

ADS-B is an electronic system aboard aircraft that broadcasts a
radio signal containing certain information about that aircraft, to:

other aircraft
air traffic control on the ground
anyone else who chooses to receive the signal



ADS-B

ADS-B
The ICAO identifier for the airframe.
The flight identifier e.g. aircraft callsign.
Aircraft position.
The integrity of the position report e.g. GPS accuracy.
Altitude as a function of barometric pressure.
Altitude as a function of GPS.
Rate of climb/descent.
Aircraft ground track.
Aircraft ground speed.
Any emergency indicators.



ADS-B

ADS-B receive
We can receive ADS-B signals on 1090MHz with a SDR.
Raspberry-pi, DVB Tuner, 1090MHz antenna.
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ADS-B

You are no doubt wondering

Yes the absence of security in ADS-B has been demonstrated.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Portable ADS-B receiver hardware



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

RTL2832U Digital DVB-T (x2)

RTL2832U Digital DVB-T to receive 1090MHz



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Dual 1090MHz Antennae



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

VK-162 GPS

External GPS antenna
Provides track, ground speed



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

RY835AI

Gyrometer (accelerometer) providing roll, pitch and yaw



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Stratux GPS/AHRS web



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Stratux Traffic web



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Traffic record data type



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Situation record data type



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Let’s code!


